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About travel
Go to Star Author travel agency
invites you to Argentina.
Argentina, the land of fiery rhythms and close touch,
the land of love for juicy steaks and thick red wines, the
region of raging colors jungle and art, a civilization with
a rich cultural heritage, and a wonderland of unspoiled
wilderness. And also the home of world-famous soccer
players, Comandante Che Guevara and the legendary
Evita Perón.
Here you will find the Andes, the mysterious Patagonia,
the mesmerizing Perito Moreno, the restless Buenos
Aires, the powerful currents of the Iguazu Falls, and the
passionate inhabitants.
The Spanish conquistadors longed to find deposits of
precious metal in the land - the word argentum, Latin
for "silver", gave the country its name. But they
discovered something far more valuable. We already
have a map of these treasures and all we have to do is
go and look at them.
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Day 01

Arrival in Buenos Aires and stay at
the Hotel. Guided walk around the
city. Dinner and tango show.
Day 02

A trip to a ranch in the province of
Buenos Aires. Horseback riding,
gaucho performances. Picnic.

Day 03

Departure to El Calafate. Trip to
Perito Moreno glacier, trekking on
the glacier. Picnic lunch.

Day 04

Transfer to the port of La Soledad.
Private cruise on the glaciers of
South Patagonia.

Day 05

Flight to Iguazu Falls.

Day 06

Drive to Iguazu Falls. Lunch in the
national park. Journey through the
jungle on tour boats.

Day 07

Return to Buenos Aires. Walking
tour to the ancient cemetery of
Recoleta. Visit to the Malba
Museum.
Day 08

Transfer to airport, flight
to Moscow.
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Buenos Aires
The Windy City of the Good Winds has the
architectural fingerprints of different centuries.
Here austere academism coexists with Art
Deco. Art Deco monuments, Art Nouveau
buildings, neo-Gothic and modern glass and
concrete high-rises.
The alleyways of the port districts remember
the birth of the tango, and the multicolored
walls of houses painted in contrasting colors
have become a collective symbol of Argentine
color.
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Gáucho
Courageous inhabitants of the boundless
steppes - the pampas. Since ancient times
they have ridden wild horses and tamed
buffalo, mastered lasso, herded herds and
managed subsistence farming. The Gauchos
were born of Spanish marriages to Indian
women and lived a free life away from the
cities. They laid the foundation of Argentina's
national culture and inspired many writers
with images of hardy heroes with a wild
temper and a good heart. Today the gaucho
legacy lives on in song and dance.
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Argentine beef
The main national dish of the country,
literally elevated to a cult, and it is not
surprising. We look back at the history of
the gaucho and realize how strong the
centuries-old tradition of "working with
meat" is. Modern Argentina is a
gastronomic paradise, where every night
the air is filled with the aroma of grilled
steaks, and we are already rushing to try
them.
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Tango
The dance, often referred to as making
lovemaking while standing, was born in
the nineteenth century in the port port areas
of Buenos Aires. At that time, it was performed
exclusively by men, as a sign of competition
in competition for the lady. Like a mosaic,
it is assembled from colorful pieces of musical
cultures, that immigrants have brought with them
from all over the world: Cuban, African, South
American and even traditional European.
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Recoleta
One of the most beautiful and famous
cemeteries in the world looks more like a city.
The majestic crypts, decorated with elaborate
carvings, form shady streets - as far as the eye
can see. One can wander around Recoleta for
hours looking at the sculptures and statues,
frescoes and mosaics.
More than one mystical story is associated with
the burial here of Evita Perón, Argentina's most
famous woman. You are sure to discover them
when you visit the ancient city of the dead.
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Malbec
Argentina is one of the five largest wine
producers in the world. It has been elevated
to the pinnacle of of winegrowing fame
is Malbec. A dark grape that has been
undeservedly forgotten undeservedly
forgotten in France, but it has taken off here.
It is now the local flagship grape. Wine and
the benchmark of taste - smooth and silky,
with a pleasant density, juicy, fruity aromas
and a blackberry-plum undertone.
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Modern
Latino American art
What goes through your mind when you hear that
phrase? The colorful paintings of Frida or street
murals in Mexico? The magical realism of Márquez
or the mysterious precepts Castaneda?
In the twentieth century, Latin America was big
intellectual fashion trend. In the culture was always
alluring and unaccustomed to the Old World so artists were influenced by the particular natural
and social environment. Let's go to experience
it for ourselves at the Malba Museum.
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